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From: Clyde Miller <cmiller1017@verizon.net> 
Subject: Objections to Board Process for SE Quadrant Plan Amendment, PA 2014-I-B2 
Date: January 15, 2015 2:07:31 PM EST 
To: Sharon Bulova <chairman@fairfaxcounty.gov> 
 
Dear Chairman Bulova - 
 
On 13 January, the Board of Supervisors approved subject plan amendment notwithstanding 
strenuous opposition from citizens.  The purpose of this message is to describe my objections to 
the process that approved the amendment.  Hopefully, this information will improve the quality 
of future Board decisions and hearings. 
 
Equal Rights to Speak for Citizens and Supervisors.  Citizen and supervisor rights and privileges 
to speak should be the same during the hearing process.  If, in a hearing, a citizen accused a 
supervisor of misquoting him, that supervisor would have every opportunity to rebut the 
criticism.  But when Supervisor Gross slandered my testimony by accusing me of misquoting 
her, you did not allow me to speak in defense when I walked to the front of the room.  I had not 
misquoted Supervisor Gross, but your allowing her accusation to stand jeopardized the 
effectiveness of my testimony.  The hearing process should assure that citizens and supervisors 
have equal opportunities to be heard. 
 
Lack of Respect for the School Board.  The School Board, with overwhelming community 
support, has asked the Board of Supervisors for the Willston property.  Presumably, that request 
is being considered seriously by the Board.  During Supervisor Gross's defense of her grip on the 
Willston site for what she called "Penny's Palace," you noted that the school building cannot be 
renovated, it would need to be torn down.  You stated your conclusion that, if the county were to 
give the school property to the School Board, the county would not be doing them a favor.  That 
statement implied: (1) that you consider the School Board's request to be incompetent, they don't 
understand what they are asking, and (2) the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors has decided 
that the School Board's request will be denied.  Citizens expect the Board of Supervisors to 
respect and support our schools and our School Board.  Pillorying the School Board and slapping 
down their request for Willston with an offhand remark in a pubic hearing is disrespectful. 
 
Lack of Respect for the Pubic Interest.  The public testimony during the hearing was clear that 
citizens are concerned about the redevelopment options that the plan amendment would allow. 
 In addition, it was clear that we are incensed that the amendment was published in final form 
without a whisper of public review and comment.  It was shocking then that the Board modified 
the redevelopment conditions on the fly during the hearing and immediately approved the 
amendment, case closed.  None of us in the gallery had any understanding whatsoever of the 
redevelopment conditions that had been adopted, and we surely had no opportunity to review 
them and comment.  If the Board had decided to change the document and to respect the public 
interest, they would have taken the document back, modified it, published it on the Internet for 
30 days of public comment, and held a second hearing.  That process would have respected the 
obvious intense citizen interest in the amendment.  The Board's action simply slammed the door 
shut.  What does it take for the Board to understand that citizens are the essential part of the 
process? 
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Inadmissible Plan Amendment and Conflicts of Interest.  The Policy Plan volume of the 
Comprehensive Plan sets conditions under which out-of-turn plan amendments may be 
authorized by the Board.  In particular: 
 

Between work program reviews, the Board of Supervisors may authorize the consideration of 
Plan amendments, if circumstances warrant such exceptions. In order to identify those situations 
when an amendment may be considered, the Board adopted a screening criterion on December 
8, 1986. It states that consideration of Board authorized Plan amendments:‘...will be limited in 
any year to those that result from emergency situations in which the public health, safety, and 
welfare or sound land use planning will be harmed if action were deferred until the next 
appropriate Plan Review Year. Issues of sound land use planning will be evaluated in terms of 
oversights, inconsistencies, or land use related inequities.'  (Policy Plan Preface, pg 15.)  

 
The purpose of setting conditions for out-of-turn amendments seems obvious.  The periodic work 
programs establish coherent, area-wide plans.  Out-of-turn amendments risk pasting 
incompatible land uses on top of these carefully laid plans.  Such amendments should be allowed 
only under well-defined circumstances clearly spelled out in the Policy Plan. 
 
When on 1 July Supervisor Gross proposed subject out-of-turn plan amendment, none of the 
above conditions was cited as justification, and, in fact, the amendment met none of the 
conditions. It therefore was not admissible as an out-of-turn amendment.  It is no surprise, then, 
that the amendment produced an incompatible land use pasted into the Bailey's Crossroad CBC, 
an elementary school on a six-lane arterial surrounded on three sides by commercial uses.  The 
Public Schools section of the Policy Plan requires that schools are located in aesthetically 
pleasing areas conducive to pedestrian traffic; commercial areas are to be avoided. 
 
In proposing the plan amendment, Supervisor Gross did ask for expedited processing so that 
developers would be able to "meet contractual obligations." The apparent reason for the 
amendment simply was to allow Avalon Bay to build an apartment building and Landmark 
Atlantic Holdings to sell their 1960's era Bailey's International Center building to Avalon Bay. 
 Mr. John Thillman, the co-chair and director of Supervisor Gross's Seven Corners task force, is 
a principal employee of Landmark Atlantic Holdings.  On September 27, I sent Supervisor Gross 
an e-mail, with a copy to you, objecting to Co-Chair Thillman's obvious conflict of interest.  The 
e-mail stated my opinion that it was unconscionable that Mr. Thillman, with his financial 
interests in the development of the Bailey's/Seven Corners area, had been appointed to lead a 
task force ostensibly dedicated to creating a community vision of the future of Seven Corners. 
Even less acceptable is the fact that failure to disclose his employer information hid the conflict 
of interest from the task force which trusted Thillman for objective leadership. 
 
Conclusion.  I hope that I have made my objections clear: 
(1)  The Board of Supervisors authorized an out-of-turn plan amendment that violated 
Comprehensive Plan/Policy Plan requirements for such amendments.  The apparent objective of 
the amendment was to allow one developer to build an apartment building and a second 
developer to sell his building to the first. 
(2)  The amendment included a location for an elementary school that violates Comprehensive 
Plan requirements for school locations.  The apparent purpose of the school provision is to allow 
Supervisor Gross to hold onto the Willston site for her new county office building. 
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(3)  The community was provided no opportunity whatsoever to review and comment on the 
amendment prior to its publication and processing in final form.  The Policy Plan states that, 
"Citizen participation is the foundation of the planning process in Fairfax County." (Preface, pg 
14.)  When will it be so? 
(4)  The one opportunity afforded citizens to influence the amendment, the 13 January hearing, 
bordered on a pretense characterized by elevated privileges for supervisors and disrespect for the 
public interest and the School Board.. 
 
This cannot be the Fairfax Way.  You have the gavel.  What can be done to assure that, in the 
future, the Board complies with Comprehensive Plan requirements and fully respects the right 
and obligation of the public to participate in the planning process? 
 
Please reply to this message via e-mail so that I can share the response with my community. 
 
Please copy this message to all members of the Board of Supervisors. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Clyde Miller 
 
3436 Skyview Terrace 
Falls Church, VA 
Fairfax County 
 
 
 
 
 


